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‘CAN YOU TALK THE WALK?’ A SUMMARY OF A CREATIVE 

APPROACH TO REFLECTIVE PRACTICE FOR FORMATION 

Bruce Hulme1 

 

 

 

Talking the walk is an innovative approach to Christian reflective practice (or 

theological reflection) that contemplates and cultivates holistic formation for God’s good 

life of shalom. It emerged over many years from several intersecting contexts in my life: 

doctoral action-research; teaching at Tabor Institute in theological reflection, supervised 

field education, formation, spirituality and spiritual direction; formation and practice as a 

spiritual director; and a long grappling with how to better connect experience and faith and 

live the implications in my own life and ministry. Three pillars ground talking the walk’s 

model: formation, shalom, and the Emmaus Labyrinth. And three movements guide its 

method: contemplative conversation, imaginative discernment, and courageous 

embodiment. 

Talking the walk is for anyone curious about a reflective practice that emphasises 

presence and encounter, not just insight and activity; mystery more than mastery and 

confidence more than certainty; fruitfulness from relationship more than productivity for 

results; better questions that open up more than simplistic answers that nail shut; the 

journey with not just the destination towards; and circuitous depth more than linear 

progress. In many ways the neatness of the pillars and movements betray these very traits 

and the messiness of reflective practice. But as the industrial statistician George Box once 

quipped, “all models are wrong, but some are useful.” Their value lies in offering a way in, 

as Mueller says, like “a good multi-purpose screwdriver [that] improves upon what weak 

fingers and fragile fingernails cannot do.”1 

This article offers a bird’s-eye view.2 After outlining some key assertions and 
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emphases, I visit each of talking the walk’s pillars and movements before briefly reflecting 

upon its use in theological education and beyond.  

 

ASSERTIONS AND EMPHASES 

Covenant Epistemology 

First, the epistemological backbone. Talking the walk is permeated with Esther 

Meek’s winsome covenant epistemology.3 Meek critiques the common Western 

‘knowledge-as-information’ approach. That which is to be known is merely passively ‘out 

there’, and we as the masters of knowing only truly know when we have exhausted and 

conquered all the data. Meek makes a compelling argument for why this default is so 

dehumanising. She offers covenant epistemology as a life-giving alternative, which includes 

some of the following features embedded within talking the walk. 

Meek draws heavily from and extends Michael Polanyi’s ‘personal knowledge’ 

epistemology through what he termed subsidiary-focal integration.4 She paraphrases this as 

“the responsible human struggle to rely on clues to focus on a coherent pattern and submit 

to its reality.”5 The subsidiary clues are drawn from John Frame’s triad of three interlocking 

domains for knowing: the existential, the situational, and the normative.6 All knowing 

endeavours invite us to indwell any number of clues from these domains. Through 

conversational interplay between the clues, larger realities emerge as we “join the dots.” 

These realities gift any number of new possibilities as we live their implications. 

Knowing is not distant and impersonal but relational. It displays “tell-tale features 

that could only be present if a person, or persons in relationship, is, or are, in the vicinity.”7 One 

such sign is knowing’s reciprocity; in the knowing act, we do not achieve insight through 

mastery as much as receive it through discovery. Reality is thus fundamentally gracious, and 

in coming to know, we find ourselves further questioned, challenged and expanded. 

Knowing is thus pledged and interpersoned—traits captured in the notion of ‘covenant’. 

Knowing is on the way. In subsidiary-focal integration, Polanyi reinstated the 

importance of anticipative, tacit and half-knowing, thus subverting the conventional focus 

upon ‘having arrived’ through conquering facts. In coming to know, we draw upon and 

move from an indeterminate number of tacit clues, groping anticipatively from one to 

another. But, led by a growing sense of being “on the cusp,” we also move towards the 

known, drawn by an indeterminate number of tacit possibilities for further exploration. 

Knowing opens up rather than nails shut. Its timbre is formational, pilgrimed, longitudinal, 

and exploratory. Knowledge is discovery not just explanation, transformation not just 

information, deeply felt not just clearly articulable.  

Finally, knowing is for shalom because “the goal of human exchange with the world 

is not exhaustive certainty but dynamic, mutually healing, communion.”     8 Knowledge as 

information aims for results, performance, mastery, success, power and wealth. Knowing 

as interpersoned and loving transformation seeks wholeness, relationship, joy and peace. 

“Seeking the shalom of the world is what we have always been called to do . . . knowing 

should heal—both the knower and the known. It should bring shalom, rather than curse.”9 

And in the reciprocity of knowing, the communion of shalom is experienced. As such, 

“[G]reat lovers make great knowers.”10 
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Talking and Walking 

Second, the guiding motifs. Talking and walking are powerful metaphors for 

reflection and formation along the Jesus Way. Conversation and pilgrimage. Pondering and 

plodding. Wondering and wandering. Their mutual enrichment embodies what Karl Barth 

called theologia viatorum or ‘theology on the way.’11 This is the theologising of travellers. Of 

wayfarers. Of sojourners. It inhabits theology as verb, not just inherits theology as noun. 

The walk of formation generates our talking, and in turn, the talk of reflection guides our 

walking. 

Together, talking and walking form a simple premise: “As we learn to walk the talk, 

we must also learn to talk the walk.” The idiom ‘walking the talk’ points to the magnetic 

attraction of wholehearted, authentic living. For Christians, integrity means living daily as 

God’s beloved in thought, passion and action through the Spirit to participate in God’s 

loving work. To practice what we preach is to walk in and towards the flourishing reflected 

in the biblical vision of shalom: God’s fullness in Christ for the cosmos, communities and 

individuals, embodied in graces such as reconciliation, justice, beauty and wholeness.12  

But, like following a labyrinth, walking the talk is decidedly nonlinear. It is not 

always clear what we ought to do, believe, or become. We wind our way through the marvel 

and mess of experiences—personal, communal, global—that raise new questions and 

redirect life and ministry. Like the two Emmaus Road disciples, we grope for meaning and 

wisdom when life’s experiences arrest us. What has it all to do with God? And what is God 

doing with it all? Unfamiliar terrain makes it difficult to know which steps to take next, let 

alone have the courage to take them. 

So, to walk the talk we must also develop a capacity for theological reflection that 

contemplates and cultivates the formation journey. To authentically participate in God’s 

shalom at work within the twists and turns of life and ministry, we must develop a reflective 

practice that is attentive to a longitudinal, shalom-shaped pilgrimage of self, others, and 

world. This is what I mean by “talking the walk.”  

 

The Whole Person 

Third, the anthropological lens. Reflective practice is a thoroughly holistic, human 

endeavour. Persons reflect theologically—persons are not robots. A whole-person emphasis 

affords some important implications. 

The predominant conception of theological reflection remains the theory–practice 

dialogue where theology and ministry critique and shape one another.13 This sells us short! 

Often it feels like an arm’s-length, mechanistic algorithm that treats the reflector’s unique, 

spiritual self in the process with automatic suspicion or, at best, prayerful support. But when 

we try to jettison self from the conversation, reflective practice lacks soul. Since persons are 

deeply involved, reflection is uniquely existential, spiritual and charactered. Spirituality 

and personhood must be more than separate addendums to the ‘real business’ of the theory–

practice interface.14 Our lives have something to say which, theologically, banks on the 

indwelling of the Spirit.15 As such, to accredit and enhance personhood in the reflection 

process, theological reflection (and practical theology at large) needs to shift from a dialogue 
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between theory and practice towards a genuine trialogue between theory, practice and 

persons.16   

Theological reflection with a whole-person emphasis also necessitates careful 

pedagogical design to cultivate deep, whole-person learning. Many models major on the 

intellect but minor on intentional engagement with the affects or the body. Reflective 

practice for holistic formation engages metaphor and muscle, not just cognition and concept. 

Visual, narrative, imaginative and embodied elements are just as crucial if learning is to 

stick.  

Finally, persons are persons in relationship—with God, self, others and God’s world. 

Healthy formation never occurs in isolation. So, reflective practice for holistic formation is 

both intrapersonal and interpersonal. It attends to communal and cosmic journeys of 

formation, not just the individual’s journey.   

 

Pillars and Movements 

Fourth, the structure. Talking the walk employs James Whitehead and Evelyn 

Whitehead’s helpful delineation between model and method.17 Three interlocking pillars 

comprise the model to ground our reflective practice; they establish fundamentals that 

underpin the method:  

   

Formation 

(dimensions) 

Shalom 

(direction) 

Emmaus Labyrinth 

(design) 

 

And three interlocking movements comprise the method to guide our reflective 

practice; they shape processes that work out the model: 

   

Contemplative 

Conversation 

(listening for clues) 

Imaginative 

Discernment 

(joining the dots) 

Courageous 

Embodiment 

(living new realities) 
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THREE PILLARS TO GROUND OUR REFLECTIVE PRACTICE 

 

                 
Formation 

The first pillar establishes talking the walk’s three dimensions of holistic 

formation and their interrelationships.  

  Reflecting Frame’s three domains, talking the walk centres spirituality 

and personhood (the existential), ministry in context (the situational) and theology and wisdom 

(the normative). Each provides possible entry and exit points for reflective practice. Each 

offers ways God speaks to us in a genuine trialogue. Each are flawed and ‘on the way’, being 

continually reshaped by the Potter.  

These three are a useful rule of thumb rather than rigid and exhaustive. They find 

strong resonance with other threefold expressions from a wide variety of sources, such as: 

beauty–truth–goodness;18 desires–beliefs–practices;19 prayer–study–work;20 lex orandi–lex 

credendi–lex vivendi;21 oratio–meditatio–tentati;22 orthopathy–orthodoxy–orthopraxy;23 

affective–cognitive–behavioural;24 normative–cognitive–practical;25 attitudes–

understanding–practices;26 character–creed–conduct;27 being–knowing–doing;28 personal–

intellectual–pastoral;29 will–mind–body;30 heart–head–hands;31 and psychology–theology–

ministry.32 Such resonating expressions—and many others besides33—illuminate, nuance 

and enrich talking the walk’s key dimensions.  

Spirituality and personhood centre on the lived, existential experience of God’s 

immanence and transcendence that births the relationality of prayer—lex orandi, or oratio. 

As orthopathy, they connect with the heart and soul of our affects, deepest desires and 

animating life force. They are thoroughly bodied, storied and interwoven with our 

personality, character and identity. Spirituality and personhood concern our unique self in 

daily life—animated, formed and deepened by the Spirit.  

Ministry in context is an unfolding orthopraxis amidst the realities of suffering and 

delight, complexity and change. Thoroughly situated, cultured and practical, ministry is 

hammered out on the concrete anvil of tentatio. It walks the questions as a pilgrim rather 

than observes them as a tourist. We must live our lives, so lex vivendi presses us: how shall 

we live, here and now? Ministry in context embodies shalom through our sojourn with others 

as participants in Jesus’ ongoing work in the neighbourhood. 

Theology and wisdom centre on the normative story of God as revealed in the 

Scriptures and understood in the experience and reflections of Christians, historical and 

contemporary. Their focus is understanding utilising careful, critical reasoning. As lex 

credendi, theology and wisdom make authoritative and orthodox claims, yet differing 

situations mean they are necessarily and continually contested, nuanced and deepened. 

They speak God’s truth from beyond us into our situations to challenge, broaden and 
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thicken our existing (formed and malformed) theologies in the spirit of theologia viatorum.  

Spirituality, ministry and theology are mutually interdependent perspectives, not 

separate parts. Thus, ‘coinherence’—the “full and mutual sharing of one thing in the 

complete reality of the other”34—best describes the dynamics between them. Each 

dimension is only itself in dynamic, unfolding and conversational relationship with the 

other two. Technically, this renders the common term ‘integration’ somewhat weaker since 

this seeks to bring things together that can otherwise exist independently. As persons in 

formation, we do not come to theological reflection with a blank slate; spirituality, ministry 

and theology already exist in dynamic, reciprocal and forming (or malforming) relationships. 

If ‘coinherence’ lacks accessibility (most of my students glaze over if I use the term), then 

‘interdependence’ is a reasonable alternative. Ultimately, the point is not the nomenclature 

of coinherence but teaching and learning reflective practice in ways that reflect its rich 

reality.  

 

          
                  Shalom 

 

The second pillar establishes talking the walk’s direction.35  

A formational emphasis implies a telos: ‘Formation . . . towards what?’ Naming this 

goal is critical because our visions of the good life—what Charles Taylor termed ‘social 

imaginaries’36—shape what we love and believe and thus our interpretation of present 

experience. Hence, they require continual recalibration. As such, reflective practice brings 

eschatology to life (in every sense) because it becomes animated and anchored in the present 

as much as in the future. 

‘Christlikeness’ is the conventional goal of Christian formation, but is it adequate for 

doing reflective practice? Imitation language can promote mimicking (‘more like Jesus, less 

like me’) rather than Christ’s life manifesting through our unique selfhood and contexts as 

we become fully alive and deeply human.37 Moreover, it can become generalised or myopic. 

It needs exegeting and concretising to realign our social imaginaries with God’s salvific 

work in communities and the cosmos, not just our individual selves.  

The biblical motif of shalom as God’s good life does this. Shalom outworks formation 

towards self in Christ in its richest sense: a social imaginary of holistic flourishing where 

everything within and between us, God and all creation, is put to rights through Christ. It 

offers a rich, broad and malleable lens for reflective practice commensurate with creation’s 

eschatological vocation. As Reuschling argues,   

Shalom . . . as the wholeness that God intends for all that is created in the good image 

of the trinitarian God . . . reflects a consonance between who we are, what we are becoming, 

what we love, and how we live. Shalom enables us to interpret and reflect on the episodes of 
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our lives, and it informs and directs our actions to establish ‘an approved pattern of our 

lives.’38 

 

 Four features are worth noting. 

  Shalom is multifaceted. It is evident wherever fractured relationships between 

individuals, communities, creation, and God are reconciled through divine forgiveness. 

This relational, covenantal emphasis energises shalom as a disruptive passion for justice and 

righteousness, especially for the poor, marginalised and voiceless. Shalom cultivates beauty 

and creativity as a foretaste of the new creation so that all can share in the neighbourhood.39 

And shalom manifests as paschal wholeness, the paradoxical daily participation in Christ’s 

death and resurrection as intrinsic to a flourishing self, others, and world. 

Shalom is “glocal”—both local and global; it interweaves at cosmic, communal and 

individual levels.40 Our smallest daily, incremental acts of reconciliation, justice, beauty and 

wholeness share in God’s pleasure “through [Christ] to reconcile to himself all things, 

whether things on earth or things in heaven, by making peace through his blood, shed on 

the cross.”41  

Shalom embodies the gospel of the kingdom—its scent, its culture, its lived 

expression. It is the good news of Christ’s reign with skin on. Shalom performs what God’s 

flourishing looks like: relationships reconciled through divine largesse; justice and 

restoration for the poor and marginalised; creativity that cultivates blessing for all; and 

transformation through sharing in the paschal mystery.  

And shalom engenders hope in and towards God’s good life of the ultimate fulfilment 

of cosmic, communal and individual journeys. God is at work, we are headed somewhere, 

and shalom is what it looks like. Reflective practice is hopeful because it helps us discern 

where shalom is coming to fruition or being resisted and participates in cosmic, communal 

and individual formation towards what has already begun in the resurrected Prince of 

Shalom. Such a telos for reflective practice is not simply a theology Christians salute on 

Sunday but a reason to get out of bed on Monday—a new ‘cultural’ vision of the good life 

and better future that reflects God’s loving purposes for a people and a world.42 

  

 
Emmaus Labyrinth 

 

The third pillar establishes talking the walk’s design. 

Thoughtful design is critical if an approach to theological reflection is to faithfully 

employ its underlying epistemology and enhance agency in the knowing process. It needs 

to engage the whole person pedagogically and form them holistically for God’s good life.  
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And it requires utility that allows for both simplicity and depth, rigor and creativity,  

technique and virtue, individual and communal reflection. These considerations shape 

talking the walk’s architecture, which emerges from a creative juxtaposition of two 

resources replete with the guiding motifs of walking and talking. 

The first is the Road via Emmaus story with its three movements. In Luke 24:13–27, 

two grief-stricken disciples contemplatively walk and talk with a cloaked companion who 

gently listens them into speech and reframes their experience within a larger story. In the 

imaginative act of breaking bread at Emmaus in 24:28–32, Jesus makes himself known, 

which sparks discernment through recognising the affective, tacit sensation of burning 

hearts. Returning to Jerusalem in 24:33–49, the disciples’ excitement turns to fear when they 

see Jesus in plain view, but he gives them the courage to embody their new reality, as is then 

worked out in Acts. I prefer ‘Road via Emmaus’ over the conventional ‘Road to Emmaus’ 

and extend the passage to verse 49 to highlight Luke’s emphasis upon Jerusalem and the 

struggle to live newly discerned realities in the nonlinear return journey.43 This lessens the 

emphasis upon discernment as the end goal and sets it within the larger formational 

concerns of how such discernment becomes embodied so that the gospel of the kingdom 

can flourish.44 

The second is the labyrinth, a ritual for embodied reflection and an ancient archetype 

for life’s winding journey. It also has three movements along its singular path. The inward 

trek helps us release what we carry (‘purgation’). The centre gifts rest and positions us for 

the discernment of new truths (‘illumination’). The outward trek returns us to embody these 

gifts in daily life (‘union’).45 The labyrinth’s nonlinear and circuitous route shapes a 

reflective practice that is attuned to mystery, patience and surprise amidst the twists and 

turns of coming to know. I am perplexed as to why such a rich resource is so underutilised 

in theological reflection models. 

Combining these two rich resources generates the Emmaus Labyrinth. Its three 

movements mirror the knowing process in covenant epistemology to “rely on clues 

[contemplative conversation] to focus on a coherent pattern [imaginative discernment] and 

submit to its reality [courageous embodiment].”46 The design is both ascetic and aesthetic, 

with pedagogical potential to engage the whole person—imagination, affects and the body, 

as well as the mind. It facilitates reflection and formation that is both communal and 

individual, named and beyond words, lived out and hidden within. There is depth enough 

for students and experienced ministry practitioners, yet they can remember and practice 

‘conversation, discernment, embodiment’ easily enough. The Emmaus Labyrinth neither 

mandates sequential steps nor guarantees results. Rather, it invites awareness and curiosity 

along the path of encounter and coming to know to share in God’s good life of shalom. 
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THREE MOVEMENTS TO GUIDE OUR REFLECTIVE PRACTICE 

 

 
Contemplative Conversation  

 

So, how do we talk the walk?  

  In the first movement, contemplative conversation, we rely on (or 

indwell) clues. Contemplative conversation is both interpersonal and intrapersonal. Its 

contemplative stance stems from the God who first draws near and listens us into speech. 

In turn, we bank on the possibility of noticing God’s person and presence in all things if 

only we have ears to hear. Our talk is a labyrinthine release that twists and turns, like good 

conversations often do.  

‘These things’ sparked the Emmaus Road disciples’ conversation.47 We start by 

noticing an experience in our walk that invites reflection. Typically, it apprehends, arrests 

or disturbs; niggles, resides or remains; swells, surges within or pressures. ‘These things’ 

for us might be an issue, event or circumstance; personal, communal or global; spiritual, 

ministerial or theological; or in none of these neat categories! The important thing is to start 

from where we are and blow on the coals of our care,48 narrating the experience clearly and 

concisely with a focus on facts and the feelings evoked, not interpretation. Then we rely on 

or indwell emerging clues through a contemplative trialogue that listens in three directions. 

We listen in to spirituality and personhood. In the chosen experience, through what clues 

from our life might God be speaking? We might notice any felt responses or shifts in our 

body. We might listen to our spiritual vitality, movements in prayer and lived journey of 

abiding as God’s beloved. We might pay attention to our affections, what moves us and the 

emotions we feel. And we might befriend our unique personality revealed in our story, 

character, thinking and biases. In any clues that emerge, we ponder how shalom is evident 

and/or inhibited within us in the experience. 

We listen out to ministry in context. In the chosen experience, through what clues in 

others and the surrounding context might God be speaking? We might notice clues in the 

physical environment, both constructed and natural. We might employ cultural intelligence 

and social analysis to consider the possible influence of societal dynamics. We might stand 

empathetically in the shoes of any persons involved, experiencing their journey and their 

possible perspectives. And we might honestly evaluate any ministry interactions and our 

participation in God’s work. In any clues that emerge, we ponder how shalom is evident 

and/or inhibited around us in this experience. 

We listen up to theology and wisdom. In the chosen experience, through what clues in 
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words of guidance and wisdom might God be authoritatively speaking? We might attend 

to relevant verses, passages, books, stories, characters or themes from the Scriptures. We 

might contemplate communal wisdom from the Christian tradition past and present, other 

traditions, or broader society. We might engage in robust thinking that is open to both 

critical examination and the mystery and adventure of ideas. And we might contemplate 

common sense from accumulated, gathered experience. In any clues that emerge, we ponder 

how shalom is evident and/or inhibited in these wisdom sources from beyond us in this 

experience. 

The order of domains here is not important, only that all voices are heard in genuine 

trialogue since God speaks through any and all. Do any clues catch our attention from 

listening in, out and up? Do any prompt a tacit ‘burning heart’ or aliveness that beckons 

further attention? We stay with them and let them speak as they twist and turn together. 

What do they say? Does a bigger picture begin to emerge?  

 

 
 

Imaginative Discernment 

 

In the second movement, imaginative discernment, we join the dots.  

At the Emmaus meal table, the simple, imaginative act of Jesus breaking bread joins 

the dots for the disciples. It triggers the recognition of a larger reality, makes sense of their 

burning hearts on the road (‘I knew it!’), and prompts a bold naming of discerned truths. 

Imaginative discernment is gifted rather than forced, a sort of unexpected reception that 

comes when popping out at the centre of a labyrinth. It is less about rules that guarantee 

results to read God’s mind and more about an etiquette, with a posture of receptivity that 

places ourselves on discernment’s path, that invites the Spirit to disclose reality. 

While discernment can encapsulate the entire reflective process, it also specifies the 

actual experience of coming to know. Like suddenly seeing the bigger picture of a puzzle, 

our attention shifts from the specific clues to the larger and weightier focal pattern their 

integration provides. This might elicit an epiphanic ‘Aha!’, ‘I see it!’, or equally, ‘Oh no!’ It 

might be a more evolutionary dawning or the gentle and slow arrival of “a small, shy 

truth.”49 Frequently it is accompanied by a bodily felt, integrative shift. Whatever the 

experience and however we describe it, this experience of joining the dots to perceive 

something larger, deeper and richer is central to knowing. We need to befriend it.  

The imagination can catalyse the experience of discernment. In contemplative 

conversation, did an image arise which reflects and probes the deeper truths of our 

experience? Can we say, “It is like . . .”? Examples might include a picture, figure, icon, 

metaphor, analogy, saying, sign, symbol, gesture, artefact, illustration, parallel or story. 
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Where is shalom present or absent in our imagery? What does our exploration of imagery 

suggest? Or, can we imagine what God’s good life might look like in relation to our 

experience? Can we say, “It could be like . . .”? How might shalom be cultivated, and its 

absence resisted, in the experience we are exploring? What part might we and others have 

to play? 

This leads us to name our discerned truths, as best we can. We do this with a fallible 

confidence, knowing we could be wrong but believing we are right. We consider the 

conversations so far as a whole, particularly in relation to any imagery and visions of the 

good life. What ‘grabbed’ us or had our heart burning? What are the kernels of reality and 

truth? Where is shalom present and absent? Where might God be present, desiring, speaking, 

acting? What are the new questions and places of mystery and ambiguity, disquiet or 

discomfort?  

In naming our discerned truths, we are as concise and straightforward as possible. 

At the same time, things may feel locked inside or on the tip of our tongue since discernment 

is always “on the way.” So, we let any frustration give way to wonder that something is 

brewing within as deep calls to deep. It is all part of coming to know. This mystery is to be 

marvelled at rather than mastered. 

 

 
Courageous Embodiment 

 

In the third movement, courageous embodiment, we live new realities.  

Courageous embodiment recognises that “knowledge is only a rumour until it lives 

in the muscle.”50 Having talked the walk, how will we now submit to reality and walk the 

talk? We must cultivate what we contemplate, for our living reveals our knowing. Talking 

the walk emphasises the deep formational work of the Spirit with which we cooperate, such 

that Jesus’ life seeps into our flesh and bones to manifest shalom in the world around us. 

Embodiment, then, is the most appropriate term for talking the walk’s praxis. It probes how 

we might wholeheartedly incarnate any discerned spiritual, ministerial or theological truths 

through both outward doing and inward deepening. 

The two disciples rush back to Jerusalem to share their revelation with the other 

disciples, who excitedly share a similar experience. But, with Jesus’ sudden appearance and 

offer of shalom, they get the wobbles, vacillating between terror, doubt, joy and disbelief. 

Living discerned truths is decidedly labyrinthine, and they need the encouragement of his 

presence, plans and power to truly embody their new reality.  

And so we ask: What are God’s invitations to concrete embodiment back in our 

‘Jerusalem’? How will our discernment work its way into our beliefs, desires and actions? 

What practical steps might we take to cultivate any visions of shalom in ourselves, others 
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and the world? What planning, people and resources might this involve? What rhythms or 

practices for holistic formation might cultivate depth and strengthen our ‘muscle memory’ 

for shalom? We think small, incremental and achievable steps. 

What obstacles to embodying any discerned truths can we already notice or 

anticipate? These might include fear and failure, doubt and scarcity, grief and isolation, 

inertia and stubbornness. What courage from God do we need to step forward? How and 

from whom might we receive that encouragement? 

In the embodiment of discerned truths, new experiences will arise that beckon further 

reflection. These often return us again to contemplative conversation. This is not an endless 

cycle of introspection but a way of being in the world that lives the call to live more 

attentively, fully and fruitfully into our own lives. This is walking and talking along the 

Jesus Way, sharing in God’s shalom in the world. 

 

TALKING THE WALK IN PRACTICE 

 

      
                   So, how has talking the walk found its legs so far?51 

 

Its chief expression in Tabor’s theological reflection unit is the critical experience 

report process. Twice over the semester, this process guides students through the 

interlocking movements as they reflect by themselves and in supervised peer groups upon 

their chosen experiences. I always lead the learning by writing my own report on a fresh 

experience and reflecting with other staff members in a live, supervised ‘real-play’ 

demonstration. My being vulnerable and modelling the process gives students freedom and 

confidence in their own reflective practice in supervised peer groups. I am encouraged by 

frequent reports of the transformative, sometimes life-changing encounters the critical 

experience report process often curates. 

My mantra for preparation and teaching is simple: Does this make affective 

connections? cognitive sense? a practical difference? This leads me to creatively explore 

aesthetic and kinaesthetic pedagogies so that theological reflection is more than just an 

exercise in intellectual gymnastics. Two examples are worth noting. 

In extending the bounds of the Emmaus Road story, I noticed a symmetry: vv. 13–27 

and vv. 33–49 are essentially the same length. With some help from Tabor’s marketing 

department, I produced a visual juxtaposition of Luke 24:13–49 and the labyrinth as a 

teaching tool (see figure 1). 
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Figure 1. The Road via Emmaus Labyrinth 

   

Students receive their own copy on a 30x30cm card, providing a visual stimulus and 

invitation to a nonlinear engagement with the text. Likewise, talking the walk’s speech 

bubble / labyrinth logo and the six icons for the pillars and movements help students make 

quick connections and reinforce their learning in a creative manner.  

The Emmaus Labyrinth also offers a significant opportunity to engage in talking the 

walk with the whole self. Participation is always by invitation, and sensitivity to students’ 

varying capacities for walking is critical. I roll out a five-circuit Chartres labyrinth in the 

central courtyard, with one-metre pathways, using masking tape on a roller: 
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Figure 2. Constructing and using an Emmaus Labyrinth in Tabor Institute’s 

central courtyard 

 

Students walk and talk the labyrinth in pairs, and the exercise is always by invitation, 

never compulsion. Although anyone can walk a labyrinth, labyrinths are not necessarily for 

everyone. Though not all find it memorable, some talk of the profound interweaving of one 

another’s stories as they walk and talk the twists and turns together. Most importantly, 

students get a bodied sense of talking the walk’s movements. I am not aware of a labyrinth 

being used in such a communal way elsewhere.  

Talking the walk is finding expression beyond the classroom. I have run two-day 

immersive experiences for ministry practitioners wanting to develop their reflective 

practice, including pastors, spiritual directors, mentors, supervisors, chaplains and spiritual 

carers, counsellors, schoolteachers, theological educators, youth workers, cross-cultural 

workers and missional entrepreneurs. Participants choose and narrate an experience prior 

to walking the labyrinth and work through the pillars and movements in a live-in 

contemplative environment through an interweaving of teaching, personal reflection and 

walking and talking with a partner. Initial feedback has been overwhelmingly positive. 
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Figure 3. A night-time labyrinth at an immersive Talking the Walk retreat 

 

 

Talking the walk has also connected with faith communities. One of my students 

used it with around one hundred people in a new congregation re-formed out of two 

existing churches to facilitate discernment about future directions as a local Christian 

presence. I am heartened by this capacity for transferability. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 Talking the walk is a work in progress, but the early fruits are encouraging. 

Its theological and pedagogical innovation might pique the interest of professors. It might 

be used in a wide variety of ministry settings to better equip practitioners. And ultimately, 

its simple rhythm of conversation, discernment and embodiment might enrich the talking 

and walking of ordinary pilgrims. Is that not all of us?  
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